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Abstract
This thesis proposes new multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) that can de-
rive cooperative behaviors without communication among agents and extends it from
the static environment version to the dynamic environment version to tackle a com-
munication delay and an uncertain information of surrounding environments which
often occur in real world problems, and investigates the effectiveness of the proposed
MARL through the maze problem as the first step towards real world problems. For
this purpose, this thesis explores the mechanism that provides the internal rewards
to the agents instead of the ordinary rewards to promote them to select the rational
goals for cooperation without communication, and integrates it to propose the fol-
lowing MARL: (1) Profit minimizing reinforcement learning (PMRL), which is based
on non-communication in the static environment; (2) Profit minimizing reinforcement
learning with oblivion of memory (PMRL-OM) and (3) Profit minimizing reinforce-
ment learning for dynamic rewards and environmental states (PMRL-DRES), both
of which are based on non-communication in the dynamic environment. In detail,
PMRL-OM and PMRL-DRES are designed for the spatial environment change where
the maze size/shape change or the start/goal location change and the agent-goal
change where the number of the agents/goals changes, respectively. Through the
intensive experiments of the proposed MARL, Profit Sharing and Q-learning as the
major conventional methods, the following implications have been revealed: (1) agents
with the conventional methods cannot acquire the cooperative behaviors while PMRL
agents can reach their own goals with the mostly minimum steps by solving a conflict
with agents in the goal of the static environment; (2) Profit Sharing and PMRL agents
require many trials to acquire the cooperative behaviors, while PMRL-OM agents can
quickly acquire them by appropriately changing their own goals after the spatial en-
vironment change, and (3) PMRL-OM and Profit Sharing agents are hard to adapt
to the environmental change in some cases while the PMRL-DRES agents succeed to
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?????????????????????????????? t?????? at ?
????????????????????????????? at−4, at−3, at−2, at−1 ?
????????????? at ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? at ?????



































































































































































































? 4 ????1 ???????????????????????????????




? 5 ?????????????????? PMRL ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????? (Profit
minimizing reinforcement learning with oblivion of memory: PMRL-OM)?????
???????????????????????????????????????
PMRL?????????????????????????
? 6 ????PMRL-OM ?????????????????????????

















???????????????????state0 · · · stateD ?????????????
(D ????????????)?? (2.2) ??????????? ai ??? A ????
? (2.3)???????? S,A??????????????????????????




S := {state0, state1, ..., stateD} (2.1)
A = a1 × a2 × ...× an (2.2)
τ : S ×A× S → [0, 1] (2.3)




???????????????? (Markov property) ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? (Markov decision process: MDP)??
??????????????????????? (2.5)??????????????
???state(t), a(t)??????? t?????????????P (state(t + 1))??
????? t+ 1????? state(t+ 1)?????????????????????
? (2.5) ??????? P (state(t + 1)) ??????????? (state(0) · · · state(t))
?????????? (a(0) · · · a(t))???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
P (state(t+ 1)) = P (state(t+ 1)|state(t), a(t), · · · , state(0), a(0)) (2.5)
???? (2.6)??????????????? P (state(t + 1))?????????
????t+ 1????? state(t+ 1)???????? 1???????? state(t)?
????????? a(t)????????????????????????????
???








?? s??? r??? a?????? s??????????????????????
???? 1????? (??? GPS???????????????????????
?)??? r????????????????????? a?????????????


















































???????????????? β ??????????????Q ????








?????????????????? Q???? (??)? 2???????Q??
??????????????? Q???????????????????????




















(???????? (2,1)???????? Q((2, 1),?)????????????)?
? 2.3 Q????????
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(2.10)? Q???????? (2.10)??????????????? Q????
??????
Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + α[r + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)], (2.10)
s?a???????????????????????? Q?? Q(s, a)???
– 16 –
???r ??????maxa′ Q(s′, a′) ?????????????????? Q
????????? s′ ? a′ ????????????????????????












q(st, at)??? st ?? at ??? Q??st, at ?????????? t?????
????rt+1 ? t + 1????????? α, γ ???????????????
??Q?????? Q????????? (2.11)????




q(st+1, at+1)− q(st, at)
]
(2.11)
? (2.11)????????? rt+1 + γmaxat+1 q(st+1, at+1)? Qt+1 ?????
??? (2.11)????? (2.12)?????
q(st, at)← q(st, at) + α
[
Qt+1 − q(st, at)
]
(2.12)
? (2.12)?????? i??? q(st, at) = qti ??????Qt+1i ??? st+1 ??















= (1− α)2qti−2 + α(1− α)Qt+1i−1 + αQt+1i (2.15)
= · · ·
= (1− α)iqt0 + α(1− α)i−1Qt+11 + · · ·+ α(1− α)Qt+1i−1 + αQt+1i (2.16)



























??? i = 1???????



























??? i = k + 1?????????









































????????????? i, ij1 , · · · , ijn−1 ????????????????
?????????
??????? n ???? qt−ni = γnαn+1
∑i
j1=1
(1 − α)i−j1∑ij2=1(1 −
α)i−j2 · · ·∑ijn+1=1(1− α)i−jnR?????????????





??? n = 0???????



















= (1− α)qt−(k+1)i−1 + αγqt−ki (2.36)
= · · · (2.37)




0 ????? 0? Q????????????? Q?????? 0?
???? qt−(k+1)0 = 0????
q
t−(k+1)























??? i = k + 1?????????
???????? n ????? qt−ni = γnαn+1
∑i
j1=1
(1 − α)i−j1∑ij2=1(1 −


























1− (1− α)i} (2.44)






















s0 ?????? sn ????? (1,2??)?????????????? s0 ???
– 20 –
????????? (3,4??)???????????? Q??????????
???????? a????????????? r????????? s′ ????
? (6,7??)????? ActionSelect(Q, s)???????????2.2.1???
?????????????????????????????????????
? Q?????? (8??)????????????? sn ??????????
Algorithm 1 Q-Learning
1: Qvalues : ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A|Q(s, a) = 0
2: ???? s0,???? sn???
3: for cycle = 1 to MAX CY CLE do
4: s = s0
5: while s ̸= sn do
6: ?? a = ActionSelect(Q, s)
7: ?? a?????? r ???????? s′???
8: Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α
[




2.2.4 Profit Sharing (PS)
Profit Sharing (PS)? Grefenstette??????????????????????
??????? [27]???? PS?????????????????????????
??????????????????????? 1????????? (2.48)???
???? (Q?)????????? (2.48)?????Q(s(t), a(t))?????????
??? t?????? s(t)????????? a(t)? Q???????? α?????
?????????? PS(s(t), a(t)) ???? Q ?????????????????
????? (2.49)???????????? R?????S ??????? 0????
? 1??????????????N ??????????????????????
Q(s(t), a(t))← (1− α)Q(s(t), a(t)) + αPS(s(t), a(t)),? (2.48)
PS(s(t), a(t)) = SN−tR (2.49)
? 2.5? PS????????PS???????????????? (1??????
????)???????????????????????????????????









































































































































































































































?? (2.52) ? Q ????????????????????????????????
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? 2.2 ????????
??? Q1 ??????? 1? Q?????a1, a2 ??????????? 1? 2??
?????? (2.52)? Q????????????????????????????
??? Q????? V1 ????????????????????? Q???????











pi1(s, a1)Q1(s, a1, a2) (2.53)
Minimax-Q ????????????????? Q ???????????????

















?? 1 ?? 2






? 1????? d? e??????? 2????? c? e??????????????
???????????
? 2.14??????????????? (2.54)???????????? (????
????????) ???? (2.55) ???????????????? 2.15 ?? 2.16
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Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning (MADRL)????? [31]??????????
? (Pursuit-evasion problem)?????????????????????? 2???
????????????????????????????????????????
?????? 2.18 ? MADRL ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????MADRL???????? Background Channel, Opponent
Channel, Ally Channel, Self Channel? 4????????????4????????
















????????? D-DCM-MultiQ Method[36] ????? CMRL-MRMT ????
?????????? (2.56) ? D-DCM-MultiQ Method ???? Q ???????
????????? i ????????????????k ????????????
Rk,i(si, ai)????? k??????? i??? si ???? ai ???????????
??f(i, j)????????????∑Nj=1 f(i, j) = 1???????????????












CMRL-MRMT??? D-DCM-MultiQ Method????????????? 2??
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? EEP(exploration/exploitation policy)? Q?
?????????????????????????????? CG-MPA ????
?????????? (2.57) ? CMRL-MRMT ???? Q ????????????
– 37 –
? 2.20 CMRL-MRMT??????????









Qt,i(s, a) = (1− α)Qt−1,i(s, a) + α
(



























































































????????????Ng??????????? Potential-based reward shaping





















???????????????????????????? 3.1 ? 2 ??????
???2????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? “Start A”? “Start B”??????????
??? “Start A”? “Start B”????????????????????? A?B??
???????????? “Goal X”? “Goal Y”??????????????????
? 3.1???????? X???? Y??????????????????????
?? 4?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? S ??????????????????

































































































































? S ??????????????????? state0,?, stateD ????????? A
? n??????????? a1,?, an ????????????????? τ1 ? τ2 ?
??????????????τ1 ??????? 1?????????? 1?????
???????? τ2 ?????goalstateg ????????????Sgoal ??????
????? g ??????????????????????τ2 ???????????
???????? (????)????????? (3.5)???????????????
????????????????? (3.5) ?????????? i ?????????






S := {state0, state1, ..., stateD} (3.1)
A = a1 × a2 × ...× an (3.2)
τ1 : S ×A× S → 1 (3.3)
τ2 : goalstateg ×A× goalstateg → 1, where goalstateg ∈ Sgoal (3.4)





































?????????????????? state(t) ??????? reward(t) ?????
? a(t) ???????????????????????? state(t + 1) ??????
??? reward(t + 1)???????? state(t)??????? Sgoal ????????























???????????????????????????????? e− 1, e, e+ 1?
????????????????????????? e??????????????
??? X? 4?????????????????????????????????










??????? (4.1) ?????bidig ?????????? i ??????? gsg ??
??????????tig ??????? i ???? gsg ??????????????
???????? nig ??????? i ???? gsg ????????????????
φ(g)?? (4.2)????????????????? gsg ??????????????
???????? i?????? (????)??????? 1????????? 0??
???????????????????? (4.1)?????????????????

























???????? A??????? X????????????????????? Y
???????????? B???? 0??????????????????? A?





















? (4.3)?????ir(g)???? g ??????????????????????
????????γ ? Q?????????????go ? g ?????????????
??? rgo ???? go ??????????tg ???? g ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????









tgo−tg + delta if getting the reward ∧ gsel = g















????????????????????????? g ??????? Q??? (4.4)
?????????????tany ?????????????????????????
????????
Q∗g(s, a) = irig + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′) = irigγtany−tg (4.4)
?????????? g ??????????????? (4.4) ??? Q ?????
???? g ???????????????????????? (4.5)????????
????? (4.5) ?? (4.4) ??????????? (4.6) ?????????????
??????? (4.8)??????????????????????????????
?????? g ??????????????????????????? tang ???
???????????????? g ???????????????????????
? (4.3)? δ ?????????????






















(ng − 1)bidig + ft(ng)
ng
(4.9)



















ft(m)????? tg ????? (????????????????????????









? (4.11)???? ft(m)?????????? tg ????????????????
?????? bidig ??????????? pi,g ??????? i???? g ?????
??????? (ft(m)???????????)?????????
bidig ←













pi,g ≈ 1 (4.14)
????????? g ?????????????? i???? g ?????????
?????????? (4.14)??????????????????? i???? g ?
??????????? g?????? pi,g ??? 1????????????????
– 57 –
? −i??? p−i,g ??? 0??????????????? i???? g ??????
?????????????????????????????? 0????
bidig = pi,gti,g ≈ ti,g (4.15)
bid−ig = p−i,gt−i,g ≈ 0 (4.16)
??????????? i???? g ??????????????????????
?????????????? (4.14)????????????????????? pi,g
???????????????? p−i,g ? 1???????????????????
????? g ??????????????????????????? i???? g ?
??????????????????????????????????? 0????
??????????? i ???????????? −i ?????????? g ?
????????????????????????????????????? g ?



























Goal X Goal Y
Agent A tAX tAY
Agent B tBX tBY




tAX < tAY (4.17)
tBX < tBY (4.18)
???tAY < tBY ?????PMRL???????????????????????
?????? A????????????????????????????????
?? B???? Y???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? (4.17)???tAX < tAY ??
?????????? A???? Y??????????? B???? X??????




??? tAY > tBY ???????????? A? B???????????????
??????????????????????? Y???????????????
? Y? X?????????????????????????????? 2????
????????PMRL????????????????????????????
??????
bidAX = tAX (4.19)
bidAY = tAY (4.20)
bidBX = tBX (4.21)




PMRL ?????????? 4.7 ????PMRL ???????????? Q ??
????????????????????????????????????? (??
?? 1-4)???????? PMRL ????????????PMRL ????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????? Q ??????????????????? (???? 9)????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????







????????? sstart ??????????? Sgoal ??????????????
????????? sstart ?????5????????????7????????? a
??????? r????????? ns??????8???????????????








??? Algorithm2??? BID ???????? Algorithm3?????? BID ?




?1-5 ????????? φi(selection) ??????????????6 ????????





1. Q(s, a)?????∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A
2. ????????? t?MadxStep?????? bid????? ir ? 0????
3. ???? sstart ?????? Sgoal ???
4. for iteration = 1 to MaxIteration do
5. s = sstart
6. for step = 1 to MaxStep do
7. ?? a = ActionSelect(Q, s)
8. ?? a?????? r ??????? ns???
9. ???? selection???????????? ir ???
10. Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α [ir + γmaxnaQ(ns, na)−Q(s, a)]
11. step = step+ 1




16. if ns ∈ Sgoal ∧ step < t[g] then
17. t[g] = step
18. end if
19. selection = BID(bid, i)
20. iteration = iteration+ 1
21. end for
– 62 –
Algorithm 3 PMRL????????? BID
Input: ??????? bid??????????? i
Output: ?????? selection
1. if ?????? then
2. φi(selection) = 1
3. else
4. φi(selection) = 0
5. end if
6. bid[selection]? = n[selection]−1n[selection] bid[selection] +
t[selection]φi(selection)
n[selection]
7. if bid[g]??? then
8. selection = g
9. end if
10. ????? selection???????






? 2????????? PMRL? Q????? PS????????????????
? 1(2???????)???? 4.8-4.12? 5???????????????????








? 4.8 ?? 1 ? 4.9 ?? 2
? 4.10 ?? 3 ? 4.11 ?? 4
? 4.12 ?? 5
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4.6.2 ????????????
??????????????????? 30?? (??? 1?2???????)??







? 4.2 ????????????????????????? 2 ?????????
50000 ???? 5 ??? 500000 ??? (1 ??)?1 ???????????????
100????? (2??)??????????? Q?? 0(3??)??????????
???? α? 0.1(4??)???? γ ? 0.9????? (PS???? S ??????)(5










?? δ 10 ??
4.6.3 ????
???? 1



















? 4.15 ?? 1??????????? ? 4.16 ?? 2???????????
? 4.17 ?? 3??????????? ? 4.18 ?? 4???????????
? 4.19 ?? 5???????????
???? 2
? 4.3?? 10????????? PMRL? PS?????????????????
1-5, ??? 6-10??????????????? 2????????????????
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? 4.3 ??????????????????
maze 1 maze 2 maze 3 maze 4 maze 5
2? PMRL 7 5 3 7 7
PS 7 5 3 53.5 5
5? PMRL 100(9) 100(9) 100(15) 100(7) 100(13)
PS 100 100 100 100 100
maze 6 maze 7 maze 8 maze 9 maze 10
2? PMRL 3 4 8 6 7
PS 3 4 100 8 7
5? PMRL 100(15) 100(9) 100(7) 100(10) 100(16)














? 4.20 ?????????????? A?B ? Q ???????????????













???? 4.23???? δ ? 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 10???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? δ ? 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 10????????????? δ ? 0.1???
???? Q???????????????????????? δ ? 10???????
?? 1??????1??????????????????????????????
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? 4.21 ?? 1???????????????



























??????????? 2????????PS? PMRL??????? 2?????
????? 5???????? 4.24??????????? Q???????????





? 4.23 ?? δ ???????????
??????? Q???????????????????????????????












???????? 2????????PS? PMRL??????? 5???????
?????????????? 4???????
? 4.26 ? 5 ?????????? 4 ???? PMRL ????????? Q ???




? 4.24 2????????? 5???? Q?
? 4.25 2????????? 5????????????????????

















2. ????????????????????? 2 ??????????????
??????????????????




































































































? 5.4 ? PMRL-OM ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
















???????? (5.1)?????bidig ?????????? i??????? g ???
?????????tig ??????? i ???? g ????????????????



































(ξ − 1)bidig + ft(ng)
ξ
(5.2)






















ft(m) ????? tg ????? (???????????????????????
?????)?ξ ?????????0 < ξ−1ξ < 1?????????? (5.4)?? (5.5)
??????? tg ????tg ???? g ?????????????????????






















PMRL ????????????????????????? PMRL-OM ?????
???????????
???????????????????????????? n ??? dig(n) ???
??????????? mbidig ???? (5.4) ????? (5.6) ??????????
?????????????? (5.7)???????????????????????
?????????????? bidig ≈ tig ????????? (5.7)??????? (5.8)
?????????ng ???????? ξ ???????????? ξ ≈ ξ − 1???
????????????????? (5.9)????????????? ng = ξ ???
????????????????????????????????????????
????? ξ ????? (??????????)????????? PMRL-OM??


































??????????? ng ?????????? ξ ≈ ξ − 1???????????
??????????????????????????? weight?????????
???? ξ, ng ??????????????????? 0?????????????
weight = 0.001????? ξ = 500???????ng ≤ 3451????3451?????
?????????????? 0???????????????? 3451??????




















??????? (???? 1-4)???? PMRL-OM????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???? Q ??????????????????? (???? 9)?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




PMRL-OM ???????? Algorithm4 ????Algorithm4 ?????mt?t ?
????????????????????????????????????????
????????bid ??????????????ir ??????????????
??????????????? s0 ??????????? send ??????????
????????????? s0 ?????6???????????????????8
????????? a??????? r????????? s′ ??????9??????
????????? ir ????????????? Q???????11???????







?????????? g ? selection??????23?24?25????????????
? selection????????????????26??????? PMRL-OM????
???????
????? UpdateStepOM ???????? Algorithm5?????? UpdateStep





????????????????????????????? t ??????7-12 ?
?????mt???????????????????MaxStep?????????





1. Q(s, a)? 0?????∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A
2. ??????????mt?????????? t?MaxStep????
3. ???? bid????? ir ? 0????
4. ???? sstart ?????? send ???
5. for iteration = 1 to MaxIteration do
6. s = sstart
7. for step = 1 to MaxStep do
8. ?? a = ActionSelect(Q, s)
9. ?? a?????? r ??????? s′ ???
10. ???? selection???????????? ir ???
11. Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α [ir + γmaxa′∈AQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)]
12. step = step+ 1





18. if ?????? then




21. bid[selection]? = ξ−1ξ bid[selection] + 0ξ
22. end if
23. if bid[g]??? then





Algorithm 5 PMRL-OM????????? UpdateStepOM
Input: ???????????????????????????mt,t
Output: ??
1. if g ∈ send then
2. ??mt???? (iteration, g, step)???





8. for index = 0 to MaxLength do
9. if mt[index, g] < t[g] then





5.6 ?? 1: ??????????
5.6.1 ????
PMRL-OM????????????????? 2???????????????
??? PMRL-OM? PMRL??? PS??????????????? 5.6? 5??
???????????????????????????????? 1-1, 1-2, 2-1, 2-2,
3???????????????????????????????????????
? (?????)????????????????????????????????
??????????A?B ??? X?Y ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??? 1-1, 1-2, 3?????????????? 2-1, 2-2??????????????
1-2, 2-2????????????????????????????????????















?? δ 10 ??






? 5.1????????????????????????? 50000? (1??)???
???? 25000? (2??)???????? 1??????????????? 100?
???? (3??)??????????? Q?? 0(4??)?????????????
? α? 0.1(5??)???? γ ? 0.9????? (PS???? S ??????)(6??)?
???? 10????? (7??)????PMRL????????????? δ ? 10?
?? (8??)?PS????????????????????
5.6.3 ????













? 5.7 ??? 1-1 ????????
???
? 5.8 ??? 1-2 ????????
???
? 5.9 ??? 2-1 ????????
???
? 5.10 ??? 2-2 ????????
???
? 5.11 ??? 3???????????















? (??????????????????)?????? 1 ????????????
?????????????? 1????????????????????? PMRL
??? PMRL-OM?????????????????? 5.2??? 1???????
????????? p ?????????????????????????????
1-1, 1-2, 2-1, 2-2 ????????????????? 1, ?? 2, ?? 3 ??????
(? 5.6???????????????? 1???)???????p ????????
???????????????????? (??? PMRL-OM ??????) ???
?????? 2?? NaN????????????? PMRL-OM? PMRL?????
??? (????????????????)?????????????? PMRL-OM
? PMRL?????????????????????????????













? 5.12 ??? (1-1)?????? ? 5.13 ??? (1-2)??????
? 5.14 ??? (2-1)?????? ? 5.15 ??? (2-2)??????
? 5.2 ????????????.
?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 3
??? 1-1 4.62e-8 3.42e-7 4.62e-8
??? 1-2 NaN 4.62e-8 NaN
??? 2-1 4.62e-8 4.62e-8 1.51e-6
??? 2-2 4.62e-8 4.62e-8 4.62e-8
????????? PMRL-OM? PMRL????????????????????




PMRL-OM ? PMRL ?????, ???????????????????????
???????????????????PMRL-OM???????????????
?????? PMRL ??????????????????????PMRL-OM ??
????????????????????????????????????????
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? 5.16 ??? (1-1)???????
A???????
? 5.17 ??? (1-2)???????
A???????
? 5.18 ??? (2-1)???????
A???????
? 5.19 ??? (2-2)???????
A???????
? 5.20 ??? (1-1)??????? B
???????
? 5.21 ??? (1-2)??????? B
???????
? 5.22 ??? (2-1)??????? B
???????
? 5.23 ??? (2-2)??????? B
???????
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? 5.24 ξ = 10??? ? 5.25 ξ = 50???
? 5.26 ξ = 500??? ? 5.27 ξ = 1000???










? 5.30 ?????? A ?????
(ξ = 10)
? 5.31 ?????? B ?????
(ξ = 10)
? 5.32 ?????? A ?????
(ξ = 500)
? 5.33 ?????? B ?????
(ξ = 500)
? 5.34 ?????? A ?????
(ξ = 10000)








???????????????? 1-1, 2-1 ????????????????
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??,??? 1-2????????????????????? 2-2??????
????? 100?????????? PMRL???? 1-2??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????




??? δ ?????? PMRL ???????????PMRL-OM ??????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??PMRL ??????? PMRL-OM ??????????????????
???????????????PMRL-OM ????????? PMRL ???
??????????????
• ??????????????
? 5.24-5.29 ???? 1-1 ?????? ξ ?????????????????.
???????????????????, ????????????. ????
PMRL-OM??????,?????????????????.???????,
?? ξ ??????, ?????????????????????????, ?
???? ξ ? 5000 ??????, ?????????????????????
???????.????,PMRL-OM????????????. ? 5.24-5.29?
?????ξ ? 1000??????????????????? 5.30-5.35????
? 1-1? ξ ????????????????????????????????
A?????????????????????? B?????????????
??????? ξ = 10, 500???? 10000? 3???????????????
????????????????????????? X???????????
???? Y?????????ξ = 10???????????????????





????????????????ξ = 10 ?????????????????
???????? B ???????????????????????????
???????????????????ξ = 500???????ξ ??????
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?????PMRL-OM? PMRL???????????????ξ ? 500???
????????????? 5.30-5.35??????ξ = 10000??????1?
?????????????????????????????????????
????ξ ? 500???????????PMRL-OM? ξ = 1000?ξ = 5000??


















????????? 1000 ??????? 10000 ?????????????????
??????????????????? 1000 ??????? 10000 ???????
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??????????????????? PMRL-OM????Profit Sharing (PS)[27]
? Profit sharing with expected failure probability (PS with EFP)[43]??????PS















? 50000??10000????????? 500000?????? (1, 2??)??? 1???
???????????? 100 ????? (3 ??)??????????? Q ?? 0(4
??)?????????????? α? 0.1(5??)???? γ ? 0.9????? (6?
?)???????? 10????? (7??)????PMRL????????????
? δ ? 10?? (8??)?PMRL-OM?????? ξ ? 300??? (9??)?PS???
?????????????????
? 5.3 ??????????????????








?? δ 10 ?? ??

































??????1000 ???????????????????????? PS ?????










PS with EFP? PS?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? EFP?????????
???????????? (????PS with EFP??? Robocup Soccer?Keepaway
????????????????????????????????????????
????????)???????????????????????????????























PMRL-OM ? PMRL ????????????????????????????













PMRL-OM ????????????? (??????) ????????????
?? e ?????? ξ ?????????????????????????????
























??????????PMRL-OM ? PMRL-OM+ ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 2? 10000??






learning for dynamic change of















































??????? (6.1)?????????stig ?????????tig ??????? i?
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? 6.4 ?????????
??? g ????????????????rg ??????? g ??????????
????rstan ????????????????????????????? rstan ?
?????????????????????????????????rstan ????
?????????? rstan = 10?????PMRL-DRES?????????????
????????????














gr ??????????????? 6.4 ?????????????????????
???????????????????? 3 × 3 ?????????? 1 ?? 3 ??












???? A?B???? Y??????????????????? C???? Z??
??????????? (????????? A?B???? X?Z???? PMRL-OM


























PMRL-DRES ?????????? 6.6 ????PMRL-DRES ?? PMRL ???
??????????? Q???????????????????????????




??????????? Q??????????????????? (? 6.6? 11)??
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? (? 6.6? 6)????????
????????????????????????????????????????




??? gr ????? (? 6.6? 9)????????????????????????
?????????? (? 6.6? 12)???? PMRL-DRES????????????
?????
PMRL-DRES ???????? Algorithm6 ????PMRL-DRES ???????
????? PMRL-OM?????Algorithm4???????????????mrg ?
?????????? Thresholdmrg ??????????????? 25 ?????
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? 6.6 PMRL-DRES??????????
??25??? BID ??????Algorithm8??????BID ??????????
????????
BID?????????? selection??????? bid?????????????
???????mrg ? Thresholdmrg ???????selection??????????
????BID ???????????? flag ?????????? flag ?????
?? False??? (1??)????????????????????????????
st????? (2??)?????????? flag ? False??????? st????
????????????????????????????????? flag ? True
????????????????????????? (3-7??)?????? bid??
???????flag ? True????? g ? selection????? (8,9,10??)???




1. Q(s, a)? 0?????∀s ∈ S,∀a ∈ A
2. ??????????mt?????????? t?MaxStep????
3. ?????????mrg ? 0 ??????????????? Thresholdmrg ?
??
4. ???? bid????? ir ? 0????
5. ???? sstart ?????? send ???
6. for iteration = 1 to MaxIteration do
7. s = sstart
8. for step = 1 to MaxStep do
9. ?? a = ActionSelect(Q, s)
10. ?? a?????? r ??????? s′ ???
11. ???? selection???????????? ir ???
12. Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α [ir + γmaxa′∈AQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)]
13. step = step+ 1
14. if s′ ∈ send then





20. if ?????? then




23. bid[selection]? = ξ−1ξ bid[selection] + 0ξ
24. end if
25. BID(selection, bid,mrg, Thresholdmrg)
26. end for





Algorithm 7 PMRL-DRES????????? UpdateStepDRES
Input: ???????????????????????????mt,t
Output: ??
1. if g ∈ send then
2. ??mt???? (iteration, g, step)???





8. for index = 0 to MaxLength do
9. if mt[index, g] < t[g] then
10. t[g] =mt[index, g]
11. end if
12. end for
Algorithm 8 PMRL-DRES????????? BID
Input: ?????????????? selection, bid ?????????????
??????mrg,Thresholdmrg
Output: ??
1. ??? False????????????????? flag ???
2. st = t− logγ rstanr
3. for n = 1 to AgentNumber do
4. if flag[g] = False ∧ st[g]???????? then
5. flag[g] = True
6. end if
7. end for
8. if flag[g] = True ∧ bid[g]??? ∧ 1|mrg|
∑
mrg > Thresholdmrg then
9. selection = g
10. end if
11. if ???? then









?????????? 6.7?? 6.8?? 6.9?? 6.10? 4????? (??????? 0?
??? 1???? 2???? 3???)??? PMRL-DRES? PMRL-OM??????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????? 6.7?? 6.8?6.9????? 50000??? 6.10????? 25000?
???????????????????A?B??????????????????





??????????? 0 ????????????????? 1 ?????????
????? 2??????????????? 3??????????????????
? PMRL-DRES? PMRL-OM?????????????????????
? 6.7 ??? 0???
? 6.8 ??? 1???
















????? rstan 10 ??
?? Thresholdmrg 5 ??
????? (6.4)??????????????? (6.4)?????evalue??????













? 6.1????????????????????????? 100000? (1??)??
????? 50000? (2??)???????? 1??????????????? 100
????? (3??)??????????? Q?? 0(4??)????????????
?? α ? 0.1(5??)???? γ ? 0.9????? (6??)????? 10????? (7
??)????PMRL????????????? δ ? 10??? (8??)?PMRL-OM
??? ξ ? 100??? (9??)??? PMRL-DRES????????????? rstan
? 10(10??)??????????? Thresholdmrg ? 5????? (11??)?
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6.5.3 ????
?????? 6.11?6.12?6.13?6.14 ??????? 0 ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????











? 6.11 ??? 0?????? ? 6.12 ??? 1???????










??? 0???????? PMRL-OM??????? 7?????????????
??????????????????? C???????????????????
???????????????? C??????????????????????































????????????? 3000 ?????? 1 ????????????????
PMRL-DRES????????????????????????????????
????? 6.17?? 6.18???????? erg ???????? 1??? 1?? 10
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 6.17? 1?? 5?????
















Y? Z????????????????????????? evalue? PMRL-DRES






? rstan ? 10??????????PMRL-DRES???? X? Y?????????
????????????????? X?Y ???????????????????
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? 6.17 erg ??????????? (??? 1?? 5??)
? 6.18 erg ??????????? (??? 6?? 10??)
????? PMRL-OM??????????????????? 1?????????
Y?Z ???????????????????????? evalue ? PMRL-DRES ?
70/13 = 5.4?PMRL-OM? 65/22 = 3.0???????? 6.13??????????
??? PMRL-OM???? 3.0??????????????PMRL-DRES? 2??
5???????????????????????????????????????
?????PMRL-DRES ? 100000 ?????? 10 ???????????? 0.5, 5,
– 117 –
? 6.2 ??? 1???????????
Goal X Goal Y Goal Z
Agent A 13 16 27
Agent B 10 11 22
Reward 10 10 10
? 6.3 ??? 2???????????
Goal X Goal Y Goal Z
Agent A 13 16 27
Agent B 10 11 22
Reward 20 50 15
Agent A 0.42 0.72 23.2
Agent B -2.58 -4.28 18.2
5, 0.5, 0.5, 5, 0.2, 5, 5??????????? 5.4????????????????
????? 0.5? 0.2??????????????? Y? X???????????




? 6.4 ??? 3???????????
Goal X Goal Y Goal Z Goal V Goal W
Agent A 8 6 3 2 4
Agent B 5 7 2 5 9
Reward 81 61 38 35 11
Agent A -200 -174 -130 -123 -5.48
Agent B -203 -173 -131 -120 -0.48
???? 3???
?????? 3 ????????????? 6.4 ???? 3 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
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? 6.5 ??? 3? 0??????????
Goal X Goal Y Goal Z Goal V Goal W
Agent A 0.75 7 0 0 0
Agent B 3.6 3.0 0 0 0
?????????????????? rstan ? 10??????????PMRL-DRES
???? X? Y?????????????????????????? X?Y???
??????????????????????? PMRL-OM ???????? A ?
??? X??????????? Y????W?????????????????
? evalue? PMRL-DRES? 142/6 = 23.7?PMRL-OM? 92/9 = 10.2???????




????? 6.5???? 3? 0??????????????????????????
????????? Z?V?W????????? 0????PMRL-DRES?????
??? X?Y ?????????????????????????????????
? A ???? Y??????? B ???? X ??????????????????
???????? A?B ???????? Y?X ?????????????????
????????????????????????? 3??????????????
PMRL-DRES??????????????????
6.6 ?? 2: ??????????????????
6.6.1 ????
?????????????????????????2 ?????????????
????? PMRL-DRES?????????????????? 6.19-6.24??? 6?
????????????????????????? PMRL-DRES? Profit Sharing
?????????????????? 0?? 24999???????? 6.19?????
??25000????????? 6.20?50000????????? 6.21?75000?????








?? 6 ????????????????????????????????25000 ?












? 6.6????????????????????????? 100000? (1??)??
????? 50000? (2??)???????? 1??????????????? 100
????? (3??)??????????? Q?? 0(4??)????????????
?? α ? 0.1(5??)???? γ ? 0.9????? (6??)????? 10????? (7
??)????PMRL????????????? δ ? 10??? (8??)?PMRL-OM
??? ξ ? 100??? (9??)??? PMRL-DRES????????????? rstan

































?? e 5000 ??
?? ξ 500
????? rstan 10 ??
?? Thresholdmrg 5 ??
75000?100000?150000???????????????PS????????????




















maze 1 maze 2 maze 3 maze 4 maze 5 maze 6
PMRL-DRES 7 4 6 6 6 6
PS 9 4 100 13 6 5
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???????????????
? 6.27??????? PMRL-DRES? PS? Q????????????????







































? 6.28 ?? 5?? 6???????????
???????2????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????







6.7.2 ?? erg ???
PMRL-DRES????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? erg ??




































































S := {state0, state1, ..., stateD} (7.1)
τ1 : S ×A× S → 1 (7.2)
τ2 : goalstateg ×A× goalstateg → 1, where goalstateg ∈ Sgoal (7.3)
r = {reward|si ∈ Sgoal ∧ sj /∈ Sgoal ∧ ∀j ∈ I ∧ i ̸= j} (7.4)





























GoalNumber(ti, g, fg) (7.5)
GoalNumber(ti, g, fg) =
{
1 if tig ≤ tifg ∧ g ≤ fg
0 otherwize
(7.6)




FarthestGoal(i, g) ̸= 0 (7.7)
FarthestGoal(i, g) =
{




































??????????????? state0, ..., stateD ???????????????









































? 7.9 ? 4?????????? 1
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? 7.1 ????????????????????????? 200000 ? (1 ??)?1
?????????????????? 100????? (3??)???????????
Q?? 0(3??)?????????????? α? 0.1(4??)???? γ ? 0.9???
?? (5??)????? 10????? (6??)????PMRL???????????
?? δ ? 10??? (7??)?PMRL-OM??? e? 5000(8??)??? ξ ? 500??
? (9 ??)??? PMRL-DRES ????????????? rstan ? 10(10 ??)??


































































? 7.13 ? 4 ??????????
???? A? Q?







































































































?????????????????? [45] ???? PMRL-DRES ???????
?????? 7.16????????????????????? “Start A”?“Start B”
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